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Global Regularizing Flows With Topology
Preservation for Active Contours and Polygons
Ganesh Sundaramoorthi and Anthony Yezzi, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Active contour and active polygon models have been
used widely for image segmentation. In some applications, the
topology of the object(s) to be detected from an image is known a
priori, despite a complex unknown geometry, and it is important
that the active contour or polygon maintain the desired topology.
In this work, we construct a novel geometric flow that can be
added to image-based evolutions of active contours and polygons in order to preserve the topology of the initial contour or
polygon. We emphasize that, unlike other methods for topology
preservation, the proposed geometric flow continually adjusts
the geometry of the original evolution in a gradual and graceful
manner so as to prevent a topology change long before the curve
or polygon becomes close to topology change. The flow also serves
as a global regularity term for the evolving contour, and has
smoothness properties similar to curvature flow. These properties
of gradually adjusting the original flow and global regularization
prevent geometrical inaccuracies common with simple discrete
topology preservation schemes. The proposed topology preserving
geometric flow is the gradient flow arising from an energy that is
based on electrostatic principles. The evolution of a single point
on the contour depends on all other points of the contour, which is
different from traditional curve evolutions in the computer vision
literature.
Index Terms—Active contours, global flows, global regularization, polygons, topology preservation, variational methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

NAKES, or active contours, were introduced by Kass et al.
[1]. In this work, the objective is to segment an an image by
deforming an initial contour towards the boundary of the object
of interest. This is done by deforming an initial contour in such a
way that it minimizes an energy functional defined on contours.
There are two components in this energy: the potential energy,
which is small when the contour is aligned to edges of the image,
and the internal deformation energy, which is small when the
contour is smooth. Both components are contour integrals with
respect to a parameter of the contour.
Caselles et al. [2] and Kichenassamy et al. [3], building on
[4] and [5], have considered a geometric energy, i.e., an energy independent of contour parameterization, related to the energy in [1]. The energy is a contour integral with respect to the
arc-length of a potential function that is designed to be low near
image edges. The resulting minimizing flow consists of two
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terms: one that attracts the contour towards image edges, and
the other that shrinks and smooths the contour. This latter term
is a positive function multiplied by curvature flow. A number
of interesting properties have been proven about curvature flow
[6], [7], and affine invariant curvature flow [8], [9]. Other edgebased active contour models include [10], [11].
Region-based approaches (e.g., [12]–[16]) to active contours,
in contrast to edge-based approaches, define energies on contours that incorporate global statistics of the image, rather than
image information local to the contour. These energies are integrals over the region enclosed by a contour, rather than over
just the contour. These models generally have wider capture
ranges for initial contours than edge-based models. To keep the
evolving contour smooth, a length shortening term is added to
the image-based term. The common features of all these active
contour models, either region-based or edge-based, is a data fidelity term, which matches the contour to the image, and a term
that penalizes irregularities of the contour.
One way to implement geometric active contour evolutions
is using a level-set method, which was introduced by Osher and
Sethian [17]. A function whose domain is the domain of the
image is evolved so that its zero level-set motion corresponds to
the desired contour evolution. When implemented with a narrowband technique, a level set method has nearly the same computational cost as other implementations of contour evolutions.
Advantages of this approach are independence to reparameterization of the contour, and splitting and merging, i.e., topology
changes, of the evolving contour(s) are handled without additional effort.
Although topological flexibility is an advantage of level-set
methods in many applications, in some applications, such
topology changes are not desirable [18], [19]. In these applications, the topology of the object of interest is known a priori,
and must be enforced during the evolution. Han et al. [18],
[19] examine extracting the brain cortex, which is known to
be homeomorphic to a sphere, from an image. The method for
topology preservation in [18] and [19] assumes that the active
contour evolution is implemented using a level-set method.
This method simply stops the evolution of the contour when
the digital topology determined by the level set function is one
pixel away from changing topology. The condition for detecting
topology change at a grid point is based on the level set function
in a small neighborhood of the grid point (see Section III-B2).
One advantage of this method is that the computational speed
is negligible when compared to the original function evolution.
Although the method of Han et al. guarantees that the resulting segmentation has the correct topology, there are some
undesirable features resulting from the way this method is used
in [18], [19]. The most notable disadvantage of Han et al.’s
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method as presented there is that topology preservation is an
abrupt, discontinuous motion that is unnatural. Often times, as
we will see in Section IV, one obtains an unnatural segmentation, plagued by geometrical inaccuracies and is one pixel away
from self intersection. The undesirable features resulting from
the method of Han et al. stem from the fact that the underlying
partial differential equation (PDE) guiding the evolving contour
does not preserve topology. Thus, the abrupt stopping of the
contour in the method of Han et al. does not simulate the actual behavior of the underlying PDE. It would be justified to use
the method of Han et al., as a numerical scheme, in conjunction
with a PDE that actually preserves topology much like the use of
numerical schemes that are designed to simulate certain features
of PDEs (for example, conservation laws). Thus, in the case that
limitations of the discretized PDE prevent topology preservation
in the simulation of the PDE, the method of Han et al. can be
used to prevent a discrete topology change (see Section III-B2).
In the proposed work, we construct a PDE that actually preserves topology. We construct a geometric term that can be
added to an existing image-based contour evolution. This novel
geometric flow preserves the topology of the contour by continually adjusting the original flow so that the contour gradually moves away from changing topology well before the contour becomes close to changing topology. We will show that the
flow we construct globally regularizes the evolving contour and
may be used as a contour regularizer, which among other properties, ensures smoothness of the contour. Therefore, the usual
curvature smoothness term that is used in most active contour
works can be replaced with the proposed geometric flow when
topology preservation is needed. Geometric inconsistencies in
the resulting segmentation that typically arise from using the
method of Han et al. on a PDE that does not preserve topology
are not likely with our new flow because of the global regularizing properties and gradual topology preservation of our flow.
Because we use a geometric flow, our method is not restricted to
level set methods. We also construct a global regularizing and
topology preserving term for the case of evolving polygons [20],
[21].
In order to derive a geometric flow for topology preservation
in the presence of image-based forces, we observe a necessary
property of the flow. In order for a point on the contour to move
away from self intersection (i.e., topology change), it must have
some “knowledge” of the location of the other points on the
contour. Thus, the evolution of a point must depend globally on
other points of the contour, as opposed to a local dependence as a
curvature regularizer. A contour evolution that depends on each
point of the contour was considered by Rochery et al. [22], [23].
In that work, an energy that is a double integral around a contour
of some function was introduced. The resulting contour evolution depends on a contour integral. A similar use of energies
that are double integrals is also used in the work of Kim et al.
[24]. In this case, however, the energy is a double integral over
the region enclosed by the contour rather than the contour. In
the proposed work, we introduce an energy that depends on a
double integral over the contour, and has natural connections
to electrostatics. Recent works that use electrostatics principles
for image segmentation are [25] and [26]; however, these works
cannot be used for topology preservation.
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Recent works that incorporate prior topological knowledge
into image segmentation are [27] and [28]. In [27], an energy is
constructed to favor nonintersection of distinct connected components of the contour; however, there is nothing in the energy
that prevents a single connected component from splitting. In
[28], a level set scheme is formulated for preserving topology.
This method is different than ours in that it is based on the level
set representation of the contour. The key difference is that their
level set evolution does not provide global regularization of the
contour, which is often necessary in applications, and a major
contribution of our work.
A preliminary version of this work appeared in [29], and a
full version of this paper with full technical details is [30].
II. VARIATIONAL APPROACH TO TOPOLOGY PRESERVATION
First, we give a description of the active polygons and active contours considered in this paper. An active polygon is a
, where
, in
polygon with vertices
that moves at each instant of time according to the set of ordinary differential equations
(1)
where
;
is the force derived from the
is a regularizing and topology
image we wish to segment,
preserving force that is derived only from the geometry of the
is a constant. We assume uniform boundedpolygon, and
, where
ness of , that is,
is the Euclidean norm of . An active contour is a twice
differentiable curve in
that moves at each instant of time according to the partial differential equation
(2)
where

denotes a parametrization of the curve ,
is the unit interval with endpoints identified,
, and
. The image-based force
is the term , where is the unit normal vector to the curve .
The regularizing and topology preserving term of the active contour is . We make the assumption that is uniformly bounded,
i.e.,
. Our assumptions of uniform boundedness are not too restrictive and are typically true
in practical applications. For example, the data terms of Mumford–Shah [12], Chan–Vese [15], and other region-based curve
evolutions satisfy these conditions when the image is bounded,
which is true for digital images.
and so that (1) and (2) preserve
Our approach to derive
the topology of the initial configurations is to minimize energies. The gradient descent flows will correspond to the terms
and . These flows approach infinity as the contour approaches
self intersection, and becomes large when the contour is “irregular.” The intuition for our approach is from electrostatics.
We imagine that the contour has uniformly distributed charge
along its perimeter, and that the contour moves in response to
the charge as well as its original image-based force. We expect
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that as the contour becomes close to self intersection, a repulsive force will arise due to its charge distribution and prevent
self intersection. With this intuition, we propose to find the flow
that minimizes the following energy functional:

1)

Energy:

805

We define an energy on
, as

(5)

(3)

and
are arc-length measures,
where denotes a curve,
is the usual Euclidean norm, and
. Each pair of points
on the curve contributes an amount inversely proportional to its
,
is the
distance to the total energy. In the case when
electric potential energy of the charge configuration assuming a
,
for all contours. In
3-D flux. Note that, for
. In the case
this case, the inner integral diverges for every
when
, the energy is finite; however, one can show that,
as a point on the contour approaches another point, the gradient
, a topology change can
of the energy is finite. That is, for
occur if there is an image-based term present.
have been considered in mathematical
Energies similar to
literature on knot energies [31]–[34]. A knot is an embedding
into . Two knots are said to be equivalent (or
of the circle
have the same knot type) if there exists an orientation preserving
homeomorphism of that maps one knot onto the other. It is of
interest in the mathematical literature to introduce invariants of
knots. One approach by O’Hara [31], [33] proposes an energy
that becomes infinite as the knot changes its knot type, i.e., it
begins to self intersect. An energy proposed is

(4)
where
, and
is the geodesic distance (the
shortest distance along ) from
to
. The second term
of (4) is used to “subtract out” the infinity from the first term,
and, thus, the result is that the energy is finite. However, the energy has the property that it becomes infinite as the knot changes
knot type. Our approach will be to consider (4) with
for active contours, which has not been considered for use as a
knot invariant because it does not diverge as the contour changes
since, unlike the
knot-type. We choose the energy with
energy for
, it roughly favors contours with shorter length.
Therefore, it seemed the corresponding gradient flow for
would have a length shrinking effect, that would regularize the
contour as in curvature flow; indeed, this is the case. Moreover,
based on experimental and analytical results, we believe the gradient flow still preserves topology.
A. Polygon Case
In this section, we define an energy for the case of polygons,
and then derive its gradient flow. We define an -polygon, where
, to be a closed contour, embedded in the plane, consisting
of a straight line segments. First, we introduce some notation:
, is the set of all points in the polygon,
is the
vertex of where
, and
is the edge of
connecting to
.

-polygons,

where
denotes the length of . The terms where the integral
in (3) diverges, that is, the self-energies,
, are replaced by the first term of (5), which arises from
taking the “finite part” of the self-energies and discarding the “infinite component.” The second term in (5) is the energy in (3) with
excluding the self-energies.
A polygon regularizer using similar ideas to our approach
is considered by Unal et al. [21]. Unal et al. assume that the
polygon consists of a uniform charge distributed along the
polygon’s perimeter. However, an energy is not minimized;
instead, the electrostatic force at each vertex is computed numerically, and the vertex is moved in the direction of that force.
The electrostatic force at each vertex is infinite due to the near
neighbor effects of the adjacent segments to the vertex. To deal
with this problem, the near neighbor effects are simply ignored.
While this method may prevent some topology changes, it will
not prevent two adjacent sides from touching. Moreover, as the
number of vertices increases and the length of the segments
decreases, thus approaching the continuum, the flow appears
to be unstable. The proposed minimization of the energy in (5)
does not have the problems discussed above.
2) Vertex Evolution: We now derive a motion of the
vertices that minimizes the energy given in (5). The
usual gradient of
, is the vector
. It can be shown that

(6)
where

and
for

(7)

Note that
when
, and
when
.
The ’s in the above expressions represent “forces”; they get
their name from the fact that they are the negative gradient of
. It is important to note, however,
some term of the energy,
is not the same as the electrostatic force, which is the
that
negative gradient of the potential integral, i.e., a single integral.
is finite for embedded polygons, but the electroMoreover,
static force is infinite along the polygon. We have derived simplifications for , which are found in [30]. The motion of the
is
vertices to minimize
(8)
where denotes an artificial time variable.
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denotes not xor, the
where denotes the xor operation,
,
quantities on the right hand side are defined in Fig. 2,
,
, and
. Note that the
independent variables are , and . Differentiating (9) with
respect to we find
Fig. 1. Illustration of three different cases of polygon topology change.

(10)

Fig. 2. Definition of quantities used in justifying Proposition 1.

3) Embeddedness of Polygon: We justify that an active
does not change
polygon with the regularizer
does
topology, i.e., stays embedded. It can be shown that
not become infinite, in general, as a polygon approaches a
topology change; therefore, our approach is to show that
becomes infinite and moves the polygon away from changing
topology. The system of ODE (8) is nonlinear and autonomous,
and existence/uniqueness of a solution is of interest; however,
this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Proposition 1 (Embeddedness of Polygon): Suppose
defines an embedded -polygon,
is
uniformly bounded, and a continuous solution of (1) exists and
is unique. Then, the -polygon evolving in time according to
for
maintains its
(1) with initial conditions
and any
.
initial topology for all
Proof: We assume that the -polygon defined according to
(1) changes topology in finite time and derive a contradiction.
The contradiction will arise from the fact that
for an appropriate
(with
bounded by assumpis opposite to the direction
tion), and that the direction of this
of topology change. There are three types of topology changes
as illustrated in Fig. 1. In the interest of space, we analyze only
the third case, and refer the reader to [30] for other cases and
more details.
Assume a vertex, , of the -polygon approaches a segment,
, which is not adjacent to the segment containing and does
not contain . We do not lose generality by assuming that
where is a vertex of , and assuming that
(see [30]). The diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates and ,
and labels some quantities that will be used. We can assume
. For the moment we assume that
for all time up to
and including the time of topology change. After an integration,
we see that

(9)

It is clear that the terms of the sum in (10) for
have
finite limit as
. Thus, to show
,
diverges.
we only need to show the term with
,
To show this, first note that
, and
. This gives that
,
and
where the subscript denotes partial differentiation. With some manipulation, we find
that the second term in (10) has limit

(11)
We claim that (11) has finite limit along any path. To show this,
note that locally around
, a path may be represented as a function. Further, from continuity of the flow, the
and
function is continuous. There are two cases. First,
exists in that case,
, where denotes big-oh.
The second case is when
and
exists in that case,
. It is easy to verify that (11) is finite in both cases.
Therefore, we see that

Hence, it is clear that
, and the direction of
is in
a direction away from
. This contradicts the assumption
(see [30] in the case when
).
that
B. Differentiable Contour Case
1) Energy Functional: Let denote the set of all twice differentiable embedded curves in . We define an energy
as follows:
(12)

We set
if there is no path along connecting
to
, which is possible if the curve consists of two or
more embedded curves. Note that the energy in (12) is the same
, and, therefore, it is not a knot enenergy as in (4) with
ergy, i.e., it does not, in general, diverge as a curve approaches
self-intersection. Nevertheless, we shall give analytical justification in Section II-B4 that the gradient flow will preserve the embeddedness of a curve. The regularization term, i.e., the second
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term, in (12) only “cancels out” the infinity of the electrostatic
term, i.e., first term, due to points on the curve that are close together in the geodesic sense. The regularization does not affect
the asymptotic behavior of the electrostatic term as a curve approaches self-intersection. This is because points on the curve
that touch during self-intersection are far away in the geodesic
sense.
2) Curve Evolution: For each curve
, we find the perthe fastest with returbation of that decreases the energy
inner product. This perturbation
spect to the usual geometric
, which is defined
is the negative gradient (if it exists),
by the relation
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, and the inner integral of
do not depend on . Therefore, we choose for simplicity to evaluate the previous quanti, i.e., the point
. We use the parameterizaties at
tion
where
and
.
, and
A computation gives that
for
. Substituting the previous expressions into (12) and simplifying, we find that

Noting that the inward normal is given by

, that
, and

simplifying, we see that
(13)
where
denotes the variation of
at in the direction of a perturbation .
is
Proposition 2 (Gradient of ): The gradient of

Clearly,

. Hence, we see

(14)
where
(18)
(15)

(16)

denotes the curvature of , is the unit inward normal to
denotes the length of , and
.
Proof: We refer the reader to [30] for details.
The curve evolution given by the PDE

,

(17)
optimally, in the
sense. Notice that
minimizes the energy
this flow at a particular point depends on all other points on the
curve in the form of integrals around the curve.
arises from the electrostatic term, or the
The term
arises from the regufirst term, of , and the term
larization term, or second term, of . Although appears to
have a term that is negative curvature, when the limit is evaluated, there is only a positive curvature component, and, thus, the
flow is stable. Intuitively in terms of electrostatics, is the projection of a regularized electric field vector of the charge distribution along onto the inward normal of . Repulsion between
nearby points on the curve arises from this term. The term, ,
is a regularization of the electrostatic potential, and
regularizes and shrinks the curve. Note that shrinking the curve
reduces charge (because of our assumption of a uniform distribution), and, therefore, this motion is consistent with a reduction
term is to cancel out the
of . The purpose of the
as
.
infinity arising from
3) Behavior of the Circle: We give a simple example of
and
for a circle of radius centered at the
computing
origin. Note that by symmetry of the circle, it is clear that
,

First, we observe that the energy computed above clearly reccomputed in
onciles with the flow
(18). Second, we see from the flow that the circle shrinks to a
point in finite time. This property is also seen in curvature flow.
may shrink arbitrary curves
This suggests that the flow
to points in finite time.
4) Embeddedness of Curve: We justify that an active contour with (17) and a bounded force stays embedded. We give a
nonrigorous argument that becomes infinite and is in a direction opposite to self intersection as the curve approaches self-intersection. We assume that a solution of (2) exists and stays
well-defined, although we cannot prove this assumption.
Conjecture 1 (Embeddedness of Curve): Suppose
defines an embedded curve and
is uniformly bounded. Then the curve evolving in time acstays
cording to (2) with initial condition
for any
.
embedded for all
Proof: We summarize the argument (see [30] for details).
Let us first define for convenience

(19)
Step 1) We assume for the sake of contradiction that
changes topology, for the first time,
. That is,
in finite time
and
such that
and
.
Step 2) By translating the coordinate axis so that
coincides with the origin, we may assume that
. This, along with the conclusion in Step 1), implies that
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Fig. 3. (a) Curve moving toward topology change with quantities labeled as in the justification of Conjecture 1. A topology change cannot occur, that is
C (p (t); t)
C (p (t); t), if locally, the curve and directions are in (b) for all time close to t . (c) Shows quantities defined in Step 3) of the proof.

such that
. We
may now assume without loss of generality that
. This statement says that
,
after some time, moves with a component in the
. An intusame direction as
itive argument for this statement is in Fig. 3(b). If
the opposite of the statement is true, then for time
near enough to , the curve locally looks as shown in
Fig. 3(b), in which a topology change cannot occur.
Step 3) We assume that stays well-defined (does not be, and then break the
come infinite) from
domain of the curve into three pieces: 1.
where
does not depend on time and is chosen so that

can shown to be uniformly bounded for
through a Taylor series. 2.
where , independent of
time, is chosen so that
may be approximated by a line segment, , of constant length that
. This line segment appasses through
proximation is made possible through the assumed
smoothness of the curve. 3.
where it is possible to show that
is uniformly bounded for
since
stays sufficiently far from
.
Step 4) The infinite behavior of
can only be from
, which is approximated by . So

and
where
endpoints of
to
and

are the vectors from the
,
. By Step 1), we have that
, and since
for
, we conclude
that
as
. It is clear
that for near , the second term of (20) points
.
in the same direction as
Moreover, the norm of both terms of (20) apas
. Since we have chosen
proach
is fixed,
the coordinate system so that
close to , we have that
it follows that for
.
This contradicts the conclusion in Step 2).
5) Remarks on Related Work: The work of Rochery et al.
[22] makes use of an energy that is defined as a double integral around contours rather than a single integral, which is traditionally used. The goal of [22] is to segment line structures in
satellite images, and, thus, a prior shape energy is constructed
to favor thin elongated structures. The energy is
(21)
where and are parameters denoting a parametrization of ,
and
is heuristically chosen so that will be minimized by thin elongated structures.
We now illustrate the differences between the model of
Rochery et al. and our model. First, we note that the energy in (21)
in the integrand. This is different
contains the term
in our model, in which the contribution a pair of points makes
to the energy depends only on the distance between them in the
Euclidean and geodesic sense. We learned from an anonymous
reviewer that this tangent term leads to producing “arms” of the
contour, which is not desirable for the purpose of this paper. A
major difference is the lack of a regularization term arising from
the gradient flow that minimizes (21); therefore, their gradient
flow does not have a global regularizing property as the flow we
consider. For regularity, the authors of [22] add a separate curvature term to their flow. Finally, (21) does not allow for a term inside
the integrand depending on the geodesic distance. In [23], the
with
authors mention replacing
as in the energy we consider, but do not pursue it.
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

(20)

A. Polygons
We implement the polygon evolution using a standard marker
particle method. That is, the vertices of the evolving polygon are
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stored in a
array where
is the number of vertices of
the polygon. The vertices are assumed to be ordered so that
is adjacent to
for all
. Discretizing the continuous
evolution given in (8) yields:
, where devertex at time , similarly for the force
, and
notes the
is the step size, which is a small positive number. There are no
restrictions on the step size to guarantee stability. Typically, we
. However, due to the fact that finite time steps are
use
used, it may be necessary to use an additional discrete topology
preservation step to guarantee that the topology is preserved numerically (see Section III-B2).
B. Level Set Method
1) Approximating the Flow: We consider the flow
(22)
and
chosen small, as an
where
approximation of implementing (17). We perform the numerical implementation of the contour evolution given in (22)
using level set methods [17]. To implement the flow in (17),
the evolving curve is embedded as the zero level set of a scalar
that evolves in time. The evolution
function
of is
for
where
denotes the derivative with respect to the second ardenotes the gradient with respect to the first
gument, and
(if is arranged to
argument. Noting that
be positive outside the curve, and negative inside the curve) the
curve evolution in (17) becomes
(23)
where
and

(24)

We implement (23) on a finite-square grid, so a discretization
of the equation must be performed. Careful attention is paid
to estimating the derivatives of , which are performed using
appropriate differencing schemes. The discrete approximation
to (23) using a forward Euler scheme is

(25)
where
and
denote the discrete approximation. The time
step, , is chosen to ensure stability.
To efficiently implement (25), we use a narrowband technique. We can now define and in the narrowband by simply
defining them to be the same value as at its closest point to the
contour, i.e., the zero-level set. Since the narrowband will be
thin, this definition makes sense, that is, there is a unique closest
point to the contour. A high-level description of the algorithm
to implement the level set evolution is given as follows.
1) Find polygonal estimate of zero-level set of .
2) Compute and at each vertex of polygonal estimate.
3) Extend and to narrow band of zero-level set of .
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4) Update based on (25).
5) Repeat above steps until converges.
An alternative ad-hoc method based on using the FFT for
implementing (25) can be found in [30]. The advantage of this
method is that it does not require the polygon extraction step.
2) Ensuring Discrete Topology Preservation: Because of the
finite grid size and a discrete time step in (25), it is possible that
when the time step is not chosen sufficiently small, there may
be a topology change in the discretization of the proposed PDE
when there are large image-based forces. Instead of trying to
derive a bound on the step size to guarantee that the topology
is preserved, which may lead to excessively small time steps,
and, therefore, a time consuming implementation, we pair the
discrete topology preserving scheme of Han et al. [18], [19]
(any other discrete topology scheme will suffice) with the constructed geometric flow. One may wonder what the necessity of
using the proposed flow is when the method of Han et al. already
preserves discrete topology. Our objective is not just topology
preservation, but also producing a geometrically accurate segmentation. The addition of the proposed term makes it much
less likely that the geometric pathologies of using the method
of Han et al. alone, which occur because of using the method
on an inappropriate PDE as mentioned in the Introduction, will
occur (see experiments in Section IV).
Using a discrete topology preserving step is also a better simulation of the underlying topology preserving PDE than not using
such a step considering the discrete time step and the finite resolution grid. This is because without such a discrete step, a topology
change may occur, and such a change is inconsistent with the
topology preserving property of the PDE. Also, as the grid resolutionbecomesfiner andthestepsizebecomessmaller,theproposed
method will not need to invoke the discrete topology preserving
step to guarantee topology preservation, and the evolution with
the discrete topologystepapproaches the true solution of the PDE.
Therefore, the use of the discrete step leads to a good approximation of the true solution of the PDE, which is also consistent with
the topology preserving property of the PDE.
The key to the method of Han et al. is detecting simple points. A
point is said to be simple if its addition to or removal from a digital
object does not change the object topology. A local condition to
determine if a point is simple is proved in [35]. A point is simple
iff the number of connected components of the foreground in a
3 3 neighborhood of is equal to the number of connected
components in the background, and both numbers are one. The
algorithm of Han et al. updates each grid point of the level set
function successively and checks each grid point to see whether
the point is simple; if the point is simple, then the level set function
at thepoint is updated ordinarily; if not and the point would change
sign, then the point is updated as far as possible without changing
sign, thus preventing a discrete topology change.
IV. SIMULATIONS
A. Geometric Properties of Flow
The top row of Fig. 4 shows the evolution of a polygonal
spiral evolving solely under the flow (8). Notice that the spiral
unravels from the inside by shrinking its inner segments and
pushing segments into a small area. The polygon then becomes
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Fig. 4. (Top) Snapshots of an evolution of a polygonal spiral under (8) and
(bottom) evolution of a spiral under (22). For visibility, the spatial scale is shrunk
as the evolution progresses.

Fig. 5. (Top) Illustration of a difference between curvature flow and (bottom)
proposed flow (22).

convex, and finally converges to a regular polygon. This suggests that any polygon converges to a regular polygon under
this flow, but this has not been proven. Therefore, this flow can
also be used as a global regularity term in addition to preserving
topology of active polygons.
The bottom row of Fig. 4 shows the evolution of a spiral
evolving solely under the flow (22). The spiral eventually becomes convex, becomes circular, and shrinks to a configuration
that is not representable with the given resolution of the level
set function. The behavior of this flow, as witnessed through this
experiment, shows some similarities to curvature flow. In particular, the topology preserving flow has smoothness properties
like the curve shortening flow. It also unwinds the spiral without
crossing itself like curvature flow. It was shown in [34] that the
is minimized by a circle among contours having a
energy
constant perimeter. Fig. 5 shows an obvious difference between
(22), which is shown on the bottom, and the curvature flow,
which is shown on the top. Notice in the bottom of Fig. 5, that the
curve becomes thicker as parallel sides are pushed apart. This
in (22). Since these parallel sides have
is due to the term
nearly zero curvature, curvature flow cannot not push the sides
apart. For topology preservation, this repulsion is desirable.
B. Image Segmentations
In all of the following image segmentations, we have used the
flow considered in [15] as the image-based term. The flow, in
summary, moves a contour or polygon to separate an image into
two regions that are piecewise constant. Note that any weight
on the proposed regularizing/ topology preserving flow can be
used to preserve topology. However, the lower the weight on the
topology preserving term, the greater the possibility for dependence on the method of Han et al.
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Fig. 6. Snapshots of an evolution of active polygon using Chan–Vese flow with
the proposed topology preserving flow.

Results of segmentation of a leaf image with an active
polygon are shown in Fig. 6. The result of running the
Chan–Vese [15] flow without the proposed topology preserving
flow is shown on the top row of Fig. 6. From the nature of
the Chan–Vese flow, the vertices indicated by the arrows in
Fig. 6 will move the polygon towards self intersection. This
is because the vertices will move in the direction that reduces
the white area as fast as possible; this direction moves the
polygon towards self intersection. After self intersection, the
normal vectors become flipped at the indicated vertices, and
the flow moves in the wrong direction. Since there is no way
to consistently define a normal vector field when the polygon
is no longer embedded, there is no simple way to correct this
problem. The bottom row of Fig. 6 shows snapshots of the
evolution of Chan–Vese flow weighted 98% and the topology
preserving flow weighted 2%. Notice the continuous motion of
the polygon to keep the polygon away from self intersection.
The polygon is more “regular” during the evolution than the
polygon that results without using the proposed flow, and this
verifies that the flow serves to globally regularize the polygon.
The next simulations are using active contours for image segmentation. Fig. 7 shows the results of segmentation of an image
with two closely spaced bones with no topology preservation,
topology preservation of Han et al. [19] alone, and the proposed
method. The top row is the result with a curvature regularization
term weighted 50% to compensate for the noise. The two contours merge across the thin gap between the two bones. This
merging is due to the nature of the image and Chan–Vese flow,
and not a step size issue. The middle row shows the result of
the topology preserving method of Han et al. with curvature
weighted 50%. The final row shows the result with our proposed flow weighted 27%. A zoom of the region separating the
two bones is shown in Fig. 8. Notice that the contour is stopped
abruptly in an arbitrary location relative to the image features in
the result using the method of Han et al. alone. These kind of
artifacts are typical of a forced topology constraint that does not
model the actual behavior of the underlying PDE. In contrast,
using the proposed flow globally regularizes the evolving contour and thereby pushes the contour to attract relevant image features. Since the proposed flow gradually adjusts the flow away
from topology change, the contour is never one pixel away from
self-intersecting, and, thus, the discrete topology preservation
step never needs to be invoked in this example.
Fig. 9 shows the evolution of an active contour segmenting
a simple image of two circles connected by a thin strip. The
top row shows the result of the topology preserving level set
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Fig. 9. Geometrical pathology typical of forced topology preservation constraint of (top) Han et al. alone, and the correct segmentation by the proposed
geometric regularization flow.

Fig. 10. Segmentations of a simple image to illustrate the effect of changing
the weight on the proposed flow. Top row (left to right): Result of Han et al.
(curvature regularizer weighted 30%), proposed flow weighted 33%, 20%, and
7%, respectively. Bottom row: Enlargements of center area between circles of
images in top row.
Fig. 7. Segmentation of bones CT image with (top row) no topology preservation, (middle) topology preservation of Han et al. alone, and (bottom) proposed
topology preservation.

Fig. 8. Gap between bones with contours overlaid. Results of no topology
preservation, topology preservation of Han alone, and proposed topology preservation.

method of Han et al. alone, and the bottom row shows the results of the proposed method. Note that we have used curvature
regularization (weighted 10%) in the method of Han to keep the
curve smooth. Although the topology is correct, the segmentation is geometrically inaccurate. One may argue that weighting
the curvature high enough in the method of Han et al. alone
will correct this problem. However, weighting the curvature just
high enough to overcome the pathology, produces a flow that
looks like curvature flow, and fails to even capture the circles
in the image. The bottom row of Fig. 9 shows the result of segmentation with Chan–Vese flow weighed 96% and the proposed
flow weighted 4%. The curve repels from itself in a continuous
manner as it becomes close to self intersection. The curve is then
pushed in the right direction to capture the thin strip as the thin
strip slowly becomes detected by the image-based term. This
experiment serves to illustrate geometrical pathologies that generally occur when a discrete topology constraint is artificially
forced on a PDE that exhibits no topology preserving properties.
The experiment also illustrates that a true topology preserving

PDE with global geometric regularization reduces the possibilities of these geometric pathologies.
A simulation illustrating the effect of the weighting factor of
the proposed flow on the final segmentation is shown in Fig. 10.
The initial contour is a circle that encloses both black circles.
In the simulations showing the proposed flow, the portion of the
contour between the circles stops when the Chan–Vese force
balances the proposed force. Weighting the proposed term lower
gives a result similar to using Han et al.’s method alone. Increasing the weight of the proposed term ensures the final segmentation is increasingly further from topology change, and is
more globally regular. The proposed flow affects the original
image-based evolution significantly when the curve is close to
self intersection, and is highly irregular.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented a novel method for introducing global regularity into contour and polygon evolutions
and simultaneously enforcing a prior assumption on the
topology of objects to be detected from an image. This was
done by constructing a geometric flow that can be added to
existing image-based evolutions of active polygons or contours.
We have demonstrated that the constructed flow through its
global regularization and gradual topology preservation reduces
the possibility of geometric pathologies that plague discrete
topology constraints forced on PDEs having no tendency to
preserve topology. In particular, we noted that the justified
way for using a discrete topology constraint is in conjunction
with a PDE that preserves topology as an appropriate numerical technique. We have given analytical justification that the
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constructed geometric flow preserves topology in the presence
of arbitrary bounded image-based forces in continuous time.
Experiments verified the topology preserving properties of
the proposed flow, and showed that global regularization and
gradually adjusting topology produce geometrically accurate
segmentations that are often needed in applications.
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